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4 6 Cycling: 12 Festivals: Summer fun: 
places to go, people to see, 
things to do 
everything you ever wanted to 
know but were afraid to ask 
the folkers and the jokers have 
got big shows on tap in July 
Despite prolonged police attempts to diffuse the situation, this man jumped from the Patuillo Bridge in a failed suicide attempt. he remains in 
hospital.- Jim irving photo 
Tragedy in New Westminster 
New~tminster-A 28 year old man 
is fighting for his life at the Royal 
Columbian Hospital following his 
attempted suicide by jumping from the 
Pattullo Bridge. top of centre span. The 
young man, distraught over personal 
problems, climbed to the top of the 
bridge at approximately I :30pm June 
29, 1994. Police from the New 
Westminster Police Service, Surrey 
R.C.M.P. and Freeway Patrol 
immediately were on scene. The bridge 
itself was shut down for many hours and 
that caused a major traffic gridlock 
throughout the incident. 
Police from New Westminster 
initiated negotiations with the male and 
then later the Surrey R.C.M.P. also 
contributed to this. An outstanding effort 
talk the male into coming down lasted 
many hours by the constables from both 
jurisdictions. During the tense situation 
family members of the male attended at 
the scene and the police station and were 
tended to by the Victim Assistance 
Program personnel. 
Unfortunately many insensitive by-
standers, some of whom were 
intoxicated, yelled obscenities at the 
depressed male, at times trying to coax 
him to jump. At approximately 8:30pm 
that is exactly what the male did. He 
jumped from the top span and hit the 
water with tremendous force causing 
Hey! Do you wanna see this 
wOman for free7 You can ... 
Another issue of the Other Press 
means more than just a bunch of good-
lookin' kids playin' with newsprint. It 
means ... another CONTEST! 
The OP and a handful of corporate 
sponsors have knocked heads, and 
emptied pockets, and ended up broke 
with migraines. And, after much 
deliberation, we managed to scrounge up 
yet another whack o' shit to give away. 
The star prize of this particular draw 
is a pair of tickets to see Sarah 
Mclachlan at Vanier Park, July 23 . 
Check out the Scuah! entry form on 
page 9. 
Never ones to be outdone, the 
Vancouver International Comedy 
Festival has thrown a batch of tickets 
into the fray, lookin' for potential 
very serious life-threatening injuries. 
The male was taken from the water by 
Fraser River Harbour Patrol and Coast 
Guard and then taken directly to 
hospital, where at the time of this release 
is being operated on. 
Police appreciate the patience of 
many who waited in the hot weather for 
traffic to resume and those as well who 
hoped the young man would come 






Thanks for the 
barbecue, people 
by Jason Kurylo 
On June I 0, several hundred people, 
many dressed in traditional hippy garb, 
packed the area that is the reflecting pool, 
lounging about and scarfmg burgers 
galore. They frolicked, listened to tunes, 
and even - gasp!- drank! 
Anarchy? No, it was the 1994 BBQ, 
sponsored by the Douglas College 
Student Society. Tickets were free to DC 
students, who gladly took to the free 
hamburgers, various salads, and a host 
of other treats. (No, the booze was NOT 
free ... ) 
Around 7 pm, everyone dashed into 
the school and congregated in the cafe. 
Once again, happiness and joy reigned 
for hours. People were seen dancing , 
cavorting, mingling, and all reports 
suggest people may have managed to fit 
'having fun' in there somewhere. 
Kudos to the volunteer staff that 
made this event possible! Also to the 
DCSS for organizing the whole thing. 
Here's a list of the helpers ... good work, 
kids! 
Karen Wild, Candace Brown, 
Katrina Lennu, Branko (sorry, no last 
name available), Sofeyo Devji, Jan 
Gera, Triena Marples, Christine 
Unterthiner, Gayle Ryan, Ron 
McMahon, Erin Burton, Ken 
Dinnery, Rick Gundrum, Sandra 
Karbovsky, Sam Van Ieperen, Dave 
Seaweed, Diane Armstrong, Joe 
Spear, Craig Wright, Sydney Talaro, 
D.].: Paul Taylor 
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EDITORIAL 
The latest hike in tuition fees has just hit and 
we, as students are again faced to struggle in 
this never ending battle of survival. How can 
we keep up with these rates? What do they think 
we are? Where do they think we're going to 
come up with the extra cash? It is becoming 
increasingly difficult to afford an education and 
sooner or later people might have to make a 
choice. The college should start to consider the 
consequences of tuition fee hikes and the impact 
they have on the typical student. With other costs 
in m_!p.d, like parking, rent, food, and gas how 
can they add more to the already ridiculous costs 
of tuition by increasing them yet even further. 
We, at the Other Press have a theory to how 
the college thinks we can afford these hikes. 
They think we have: 
( 1) A money tree in our back yard 
(2) No life, and therefore no entertainment 
costs (sit at home & stare at the wall for fun) 
(3) Cars that run on water 
( 4) Parents that are loaded 
( 5) Homes across from the college 
July 6, 1994 
The Other Press is Douglas College's autonomous student newspaper. We've 
been here since 197 6. We aim to serve the students, staff, and facuJty of Douglas 
College with a newspaper that informs them of things happening at the college, 
across Canada, and around the world that affect them. We also aim to give the 
college and community a chance to write and express themselves. We also aim to 
be an interesting read. If we're not doing any or all of these things to your 
satisfaction, please let us know. You can mail a letter to us at Box 2503, New 
Westminster, BC, V3L 5B2, or drop it off in our mail slot at Room 1020, or you 
can fax us at 527-5095, or you can call us at 525-3542.We like you ... come visit. 
Staff this issue 
.. In .the begin~ing, there was one man. His name, strangely, was Holly 
Crossmg Guard Keyes. He used to wander aimlessly through the recesses of 
Hell, searching for the remnants of anything - anything - that could be used to 
create some exdtement.You gotta know that being the only person around would 
be pretty boring. So, anyway, one day he carne across this horrific looking statue, 
which slightly resembled Tim "Schleprod" Crumley. He smashed tl!e statue to 
bits, dting excuses such as, "oh, well, my hockey team lost," and, "He started it!" 
Out of the rubble stepped fortl! a mighty champion to challenge him. Legend has 
it tl!at this champion was named Trent "Gounnet" Ernst, and had fists tl!e size 
of watermelons. A great war ensued, killing millions (where all tl!ese people carne 
from all of a sudden, I don't know, but tl!ey all died just tl!e same) and injuring 
twelve. As Cmdice "Onissy" Lee watched in disgust, Dug "Ted" Hebert and 
Gunther "The Bat" nursed tl!e wounds of a whining Jason "Control Freak 
#1" Kurylo. Because that's the kind of gal she is, Dmiela "Kante Chop" 
Zamtta scolded the crying wimp, calling him names and threatening to sick Mike 
"Foto Boy" Dutton on him. Luckily, Ronnie "Reagan" Bains happened upon 
the scene, and stopped further carnage. Jim "Scooby Doo" Irving and Tony 
"Student Driver" Sousa went down tl!e wrong hallway, and met up witl! tl!e 
cave man and the werewolf. Oh no! Just in time, as the horrid freaks were about to 
devour our heroes, Pascale "Daphne" Fourtier, Charlotte "Thelma" Holst, 
and David "Fred" O'Harkin burst in tl!e door. They ripped off the masks of the 
villains, revealing their true identities: Scott "Pork Chop" Simmer and Bert C. 
"Food" Ennah. That's when Jyoti "Scrappy" Kapdee accused tl!em of trying 
to heist the million dollar Other Press Diamond, which had been originally found 
by Fred "Wuhennd" Dryer. Of course, tl!ey had to say the magic words: "We 
wouJd have done it, too, ifit wasn't for you lousy kids!" 
Coordinating Staff 
Production- Charlotte Holst • News- Tony Sousa • 
Features - Holly Keyes • Sports - Dug Hebert • 
Arts & Entertainment- Jason Kurylo • 
Editorial & Opinion - Ronnie Bains • Classified -vacant • 
Photography- Mike Dutton • Graphics - Daniela Zanatta • 
Creative - Jyoti Kapdee • Office- Tim Crumley 
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,; or usc our mad slot at Room 1020 (CJ max1mum 300 words please 
Crisis at Douglas 
quasi-cafeteria 
Before anything. I must 
acknowledS'(e that tl!e staff at our cafeteria 
are fairly nice people who have been 
quite amicable to my person for the last 
couple of years and I do not mean to 
jeopardize my relations with them. 
However, I always wanted to say 
something about the quality and quantity 
of what our students get from our 
cafeteria. The quality is okay, some 
things are ingestible and others 
patl!etically unpalatable. 
Today, as a matter of fact, they blew 
the top of my long repressed indignation. 
I was served a meager amount of pasta, 
a little scoop of rice and 2 tiny 
concupiscently miserable slices ofbaked 
potato for $ 3.45! I approached the 
manager to point this out to her. "is this 
a rightfuJ portion offood?" I said. Her 
dry and quite impolite response was 
rotund "yes" as she kept looking away 
from me. I was fuming after this. Where 
did she get her training as a manager, 
witl! Fidel Castro? In unfortunate Cuban 
territory your meals are rationed and you 
are not allowed to complain about it, or 
it is jail or exile! 
Our cafeteria has gradually turned 
into and unavoidably centre for rationed-
greasy food (and we are not getting it 
for free) controlled by a ludicrous entity 
such as the White Spot Ltd. These people 
only care to profit from us and in turn 
they are starving us to death. Plus, 
stratospheric prices top up most of tl!e 
menu items. 
To your information, there is large 
amount of poor students on campus who 
are nearly starving as they struggle to pay 
for their tuition fees, medical, 
transportation, childcare, etcetera-bills? 
They are not meeting tl!eir required 
daily intake of protein, carbohydrates and 
fibre that are imperative to perform well 
during heavy examinations. Your G.P.A. 
is negatively affected as a consequence 
of a poor diet. 
Well my fellow students, your G.P.A. 
will never go any higher if you feed on 
greasy and highly commerdalized food 
like our cafeteria's. 
The solution? Simple indeed, how 
about organizing students to plan an 
alternative PERMANENT outlet for 
students (legally run by students)? How 
about some home-made food dispensed 
through a club such as tl!e popular, 
muJtifaced United nations Club? These 
fellows have the power to put together a 
very effident student home-made food 
club tl!at wouJd be tl!e salvation to many 
frugal gourmets on our campus. 
Sometimes my pockets are loaded 
with money, but because of the 
unavailability of good AFFORDABLE 
food around Douglas I always end up 
either at our cafeteria or at the 
"submarine" place across the street. We 
are surrounded by Cardboard-food 
businesses tl!at profit from poverty-
affiicted students. These businesses 
profit the most during bad weather 
seasons. Monopoly at its best. 
Take SFU's students for example, 
these fellows have easily (and legally) 
organized and have set up a club for 
when ever you want some good, 
abundant and delidous organic "Neo-
hippy groovy" meal. You can always get 
it for a god-damn good price. (falafel, 
salad, yogurt dip, homous and pita bread 
or barbecued marinated tofu with spanish 
onions and dried apricots served with 
goat cheese and organic 7 -grain Dutch 
bread). Sounds yummy, huh. Yet you 
are not going to see this kind of menu at 
Douglas until the end of the next 
millennium. · 
I am telling you , if you don't do 
anything about this distasteful situation 
you will always get what they want you 
to get: Skimpy greasy-cardboard meals. 
Have you not have assertion or self 
esteem as to care for what you feed your 
own delicate eco-system, your body? I 
do! 
Oscar Lardizabal N. 
If you don't attend 
class, don't whine 
Dear Other Press: 
I , Linda Meyer, am a Douglas 
College who has perfect attendance, and 
so should all other Douglas College 
students unless they are dead, in a coma, 
or gravelly ill. Furthermore, as far as I 
am concerned students either attend 
Douglas College or they do not, as there 
is no such thing as half attending Douglas 
College . Finally, a person who half 
attends Douglas College gets half an 
education, and half an education is a 
waste of time and good for nothing. 
I had to "claw" and "scratch" my 
way into my psychology class and now 
it is less than half- a mere 18 students 
- full. Some students were probalbly 
turned away from my psycology class 
because tl!e class was "full." Since the 
class was full how come it is now half 
empty? If students do not want to attend 
class that is fine; however, they shouJd 
not have registered. Students who 
register for a class then either do not show 
up or quit - "quitters never win and 
winners never quit" -half way through 
are denying other, wouJd be, students 
equality of opportunity and that is a 
"crim~" 
Besides making wouJd be students 
suffer, the "students" who half attend 
Douglas College are, in a sense, making 
tl!eir professors suffer. I know ifl was a 
professor I wouJd be very discouraged 
and disheartened if only half my class 
bothered to attend it on a reguJar basis. 
How wouJd tl!ose "students" who half 
attend Douglas College like it if tl!eir 
professors half attended Douglas 
College? Ultimately, the students who 
half attend Douglas College are not only 
hurting tl!ernselves, but tl!ey are also 
hurting their professors, Douglas 
College, and the taxpayers! 
Linda Meyer 
Who knew? 
Dear Other Press: 
· I've been coming to Douglas College 
full time for two semesters, now. My 
registration date is July 2 9. 
Why is it that a General Studies 
friend of my, with only two courses 
under his belt, has a registration date 
nearly three weeks before mine? 
I don't like the idea ofhaving to "buy" 
courses from someone with a better "date 
tl!an myself, but if I'm to get out ofhere 
by the year 2000, I'm going to have to. 
Unless tl!ere is a serious change of 
policy witl! regards to assigning dates, 
I don't tl!ink students will be able to 




In our flailing frenzy to get the paper 
out somewhere on time last month, we 
clean forgot to give Mike Dutton credit 
for the front cover photo. Sorry, man. 
ttro1 
the Horse's Mouth 
by Jason Kurylo 
Don't look now, but half of you own 
obscene chests. According to the 
governments of Canada and the U.S., 
female breasts are obscene. This is one 




ments have for 




many males over.,... 
the years, and 
most every one 
has expressed a 
liking for them. 
Female breasts, 
that is ... 
in such a childish, engineer-style prank. 
If I so desire, I have strip clubs, B-
magazines, and Hot Dog: The Movie at 
my disposal. Those who know me know 
that I'm not about to stoop to low levels 
just to vtew someone's chest. 
Despite this, all thirty-four women 
reacted as though I'd asked them to bear 
my children. Six of them. Now. 
• Why did this elicit such a response? 
Was it so outlandish a request? If 
someone proposed the same shot, with 
anonymity assured and insured, but 
focusing on the penis instead of the 
breast, would men 
give the same 
reply? I know that 
if I was explained 
the reason behind 
the picture, and 
guaranteed 
possession of the 
negative, I would 
have no problem 
doing the shoot. 
Perhaps I'm a 
little more open-
minded than most 
people. Perhaps, 
.B deep in the recesses 
i5 of a slightly 
gdisguised 
~ stereotypical male 
* psyche, I am just 
Before we 
start getting 
letters from those 
unable to read 
between the 
following lines, 
let me state here 
and now that my 
aim is not for 
~--~~~~~~~~~--~~ tr~ngtoseesome 
woman flesh. Perhaps, 
who can legally go topless at Douglas. given the state of 
Or anywhere else. for that matter. economic decay in 
women to go 
topless so that I can gaze at some titties. 
If that was my goal, I'd just pop on down 
to Mugs and Jugs. What I'm talking 
about here is equality. 
Why, in this supposed age of 
enlightened, politically correct thinking, 
are we entrenched in the archaic, 
primitive practice of forcing people to 
cover up against their will? 
For many years, religious zealots, 
afraid of everything from black plague 
to dry rot, forced their small-minded 
little views upon a weak, under-
educated populace of drones. Hell, 
peons and peasants used to be happy if 
they didn't get flogged for picking a bad 
potato; why should they complain about 
having to wear a shirt? 
the world, I should 
go live in a small hut in Morocco. 
At least there. if they want to, the 
women go topless. 
M ' .FW • 
. ~}'· 





STUDENTS NEEDED AND WANTED 
The Other Publications Society, the publishing arm of the 
Other Press, is forming a new publications board to 
adequately receive input and criticism from college 
students, faculty, staff, and community. 
We are looking for two (2) students who don't want to 
volunteer for the Other Press, but would like to be able to 
give suggestions to OP staff, who are willing to give two(2) 
hours of their time per month for a meeting of the 
publications board. 
3 
Interested? Send a letter of intent stating your 'desire to 
join the publications board by June 17 to: Publications 
Board, c/o Other Press, Box 2502, New West'r, BC V3L SB2 
ress 
your friendly neighbourhood student paper since '76 
What's the excuse now? I know 
women would love to go shirtless in the 
summertime. I know this from the 
million times I've heard the line, "My. 
aren't you lucky to be able to do that?," just as 
I'm ripping off my tee on the tennis 
court. 
Despite the general wish to have the 
same right as men, most women balk 
at the mere mention oftoplessness.'Guys 
would gawk and sta~t .. .' Come on. Do you 
see entire European countries falling to 
their knees simply because women go 
braless in the streets? The only reason 
guys are so hooter-hungry here is 
because they're labeled off-limits. 
Amelia Douglas Gallery 
And personally, if my gaze is going 
to linger on a specific person, it's going 
to do so regardless of their attire, or lack 
thereof And to tell the truth, I've always 
found looking at clothed people way 
more appealing than naked ones, 
regardless of how good-looking they 
are. 
Anyway, no matter how breast-
happy a guy (or girl) is, the novelty 
would be sure to wear off. If not after 
their first encounter, surely after a few 
hours of head-swiveling on the beach, 
at the park, etc. 
(And besides, when was the last 
time a couple of women at the park 
averted their gaze from some barrel-
chested He-man just to save his 
feelings?) 
Originally, I wanted this article to 
run with a picture of a man and a 
woman, standing side by side. The shot 
was to be of their naked torsos, necks 
to navels, with a caption reading, "I don't 
see the difference, do YOU see the difference?" 
There was to be no sexual reference 
or inference, nor was there to be any 
other use for the photo. If the 'models' 
wished, their identity was to be kept 
completely anonymous, and I defmitely 
wasn't looking to fmd a perfect figure. 
I approached over thirty women 
with this concept. I wasn't interested in 
the supposed "thrill" of seeing them 
topless. I can't consider wasting my time 
The Tri·College Art Exhibit is showing until July 16. Go up to the 4th floor and check it out! 
Photos by Toni Jones 
Granville Island 
by Charlotte Holst 
Before I go into describing the 
things to see and do, and how to get to 
Granville Island, please indulge me by 
letting me tell you the history of the place. 
Granville Island is not an 
island at all, it is in fact a peninsula. In 
1792, when Captain Vancouver sailed 
into what is now called Burrard Inlet, the 
present Granville Island was mostly 
under water with a small mud flat used 
by the Capilano Indians to store their 
canoes. 
In 1917 Vancouver was a 
booming little dty and Granville fsland 
had been dyed and filled with dredged 
sand to form a 40 acre industrial area. 
The area included sawmills, processing 
plants, warehouses, gravel dumps, 
foundries, fOop.erage's, and hog-fuel 
burners. It had become a haven for 
loggers, ship-jumpers, and rowdies.ln 
February 19 S 3, the third bridge 
(Granville Street Bridge today) to cross 
the body of water now known as False 
Creek, opened. It crossed over the once 
bustling working area that had now 
become grimy with heavy industry and 
on it stood abandoned and dilapidated 
buildings. The area had become an 
embarrassment to Vancouver. Granville 
Island was dying. 
Even in Ottawa the question 
of what to do with the site was asked. 
Burn it down? Fill it in? Redevelop? 
In the early '70's owners of a 
marina across the 'creek', Bill Marvey 
and Mitch Taylor, snooped around the 
'island' and got the entrepreneurial idea 
of opening Mulvaney's. Soon the Keg 
'n' Cleaver (The Keg) opened and the 
laughter of the people was coming back 
to Granville Island. 
In 19 7 3 the government 
followed suit and started to redo the entire 
island.lt is now a people place. You can 
shop, dream and wander. It is popular as 
a place to 'be'. Thousands of out-of-town 
visitors go there even though it has never 
been promoted as a tourist attraction. 
Vancouver is now proud of Granville 
Island. 
The shops, restaurants and 
Public Market 
There are so many shops and 
restaurants that it would take a book to 
describe the wealth that is available on 
the peninsula. I will describe some of the 
places that stick out in my mind from my 
last visit and the areas to go to for a certain 
product. 
When you first enter Granville 
Island the first main building on your left 
is the Kids Only Market. It is a colorful, 
airy place to shop for the kids. It was 
created to be fun for everyone and not 
only are there toys and little people's 
clothing but also art supplies, models and 
collectibles that would interest adults as 
welL There is always something to do 
for young ones and if there isn't a 
planned event, there are play areas set 
up. You could also just explore, the kids 
love this just as mush as Playland and 
the store owners are used to it. Also it's 
FREE!Hours: 10-6, Fri. 'till 9 
The street into the Island is 
called Anderson and if you go down it 
against traffic you will see the Granville 
Island info centre where there are maps 
of the Island and brochures for shops. It's 
well worth your time to head there first 
because of the wealth of information 
available. They do a much better job of 
informing you than I could ever do and 
they have service in French, something I 
couldn't provide. 
For anyone into any type of 
water activity, the Maritime Market is 
located along the water starting at the 
right side of the Island when you first go 
in. There are manystores selling things 
from fishing to clothing, scuba lessons 
to any kind of boat sales and rentals, not 
to mention enough seafood restaurants 
to feed a fleet of college students who 
may happen to read this article and 
descend on Granville Island like hungry 
piranhas with very bad timing. 
The Public Market is what 
people remember most about the Island.It 
is the most active area of the Island .. If 
you took every type of food store in the 
Lower Mainland and rolled them into one 
and crammed it into 40,000 square feet 
(sorry, I didn't want to do math to figure 
this in metric), that's the 'Market' . You 
gotta'like crowds to shop here and have 
lots of money becauseeverything looks 
so , appetizing especiallywhen you're 
hungry. If you can't fmd some specialty 
food item around town just head to 
Granville, they'll have it. 
Granville Island is a great 
place for unique gifts. They have arts and 
craft stores galore and not crafts that you 
did in Brownies or Beavers, we're 
talking' art.Another thing the 'island' has 
a reputation for is the theatre. There are 
five theatres to check out; The Arts Club, 
The Arts Club Review Cabaret, The 
Waterfront, The Performance Works and 
The Carrousel Theatre. They are all in 
the phone book so phone them up and 
check out their professional shows . 
Prices vary and don't forget to mention 
you're a student when inquiring. 
Activities are many around the 
Island. You can canoe, boat, play tennis, 
splash in the water park, listen to music, 
go to galleries, shop, dine, snack, catch 
some rays or bike on the paths around 
the 'island' . Granville Islandhas enough 
activities to occupy you for weeks to 
come. So enjoy it all and be thankful that 
Granville Island was saved. 
How to get there 
If you're going to drive be 
patient and cautious when entering the 
downtown area. Be willing to waste a 
eighth of a tank and 30 minutes to find 
parking. I recommend the bus. Take the 
Skytrain to Granville station, once out of 
the station cross the street and catch the 
SO Graville fsland bus. If you really want 
to drive get the instructions on how to 
get there and for more information from 
the Granville Island fnfo Centrethe phone 
number is 666-S784. 
. ;: :. 
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Parks provide an 
urban getaway 
by Trent Ernst 
Whytcliff Park 
There are those days. Yeah ... 
you know those days. Those steaming 
hot summer days when you have nothing 
to do, and no place to go. When I run 
into days like that, I like calling up a few 
of my friends and carting out to Whytcliff 
Park. In my mind, there is no nicer 
location in the Lower mainland. It has a 
little something for everybody. For the 
adventurous types, there are a number 
of ocean front cliffs, perfect for diving 
off. The tallest of these is around 2 S, 
maybe 30 feet high. Which doesn't 
sound that high, until you are standing 
there,looking down. 
If bailing off of 30 foot cliffs 
is not your scene, the area offers a nice, 
somewhat sheltered bay for swimming. 
The water is cold, but not unpleasantly 
so, especially on a hot summer day. It is 
a pleasant little swim from the cliffs out 
to the small island that is the most 
prominent feature of the park. 
Once you swim across to the 
island, you can scramble about on the 
rocks exploring the little nooks and 
crannies, or you can fmd a nice secluded 
spot to lie down and tan yoursel(You can 
even get to the island on a short land 
bridge, if swimming there is not your cup 
of tea. The rocks that form the land bridge 
just barely stick above the water at high 
tide, but are easily navigated at low tide. 
Bring a picnic along and enjoy a nice 
dinner while you watch the sunset. 
For the less water oriented 
individual, Whytcliff also sports a couple 
oflarge grassy fields to tan on, or to toss 
around a Frisbee. Just down from there 
is a shaded picnic area. And if you really 
don't feel like jumping off the cliff, there 
are some nice places where you can just 
sit and watch the ferries go to and from 
Horseshoe Bay. 
Though a popular destination 
for many, Whytcliff is a large enough 
park that it never feels crowded. Take a 
day and spend it outin one of the lower 
mainland's nicest waterfront parks. 
Lynn Canyon 
Of course, there are also those 
days when it's not hot enough to want 
to go down to the waterfront, but it's too 
nice to stay inside. Try Lynn Canyon for 
a nice place to get away. Capilano has a 
suspension bridge, but you have to pay 
to go there. Lynn Canyon has it's own 
suspension bridge. Perhaps not quite as 
grand as the Capilano one, but still 
enough to put people who are scared of 
heights on edge. Go over the suspension 
bridge. Once. There are usually a couple 
dozen people standing around on the 
bridge looking down and spitting. Be 
different. Don't. Rather, continue on into 
the woods and beyond. Even on hot days, 
the forest feels cooL Follow some of the 
beautiful np.tural trails up there. Marvel 
at the size of the stumps, then curse those 
who cut down the trees in the first place. 
Explore natures beauty up close and 
personal. Lynn Canyon is a great place 
to hike about. There are some nice falls 
located downstream if you want to listen 
to the roar of the water. Or, continue past 
the falls down to where Lynn Creek 
widens. There are some nice trails that 
are not too long. 
(f you want to do some more 
hiking, head north a bit to Lynn Valley 
Park. Where as the Canyon is rugged, 
and resounds with the rush of waters, 
Lynn Valley is a more subdued, hushed 
setting,. a perfect place to spend a day 
hiking. For the true explorer, there is a 
trail up to the top of Lynn Peak. Rough 
in some places, the view from the top is 
orth the effort, offering a panoramic view 
of Seymour Valley and Vancouver itself. 
For those who don't want to expend so 
much energy, there is a relatively level 
trail that follows near the creek bed. 
There are other trails leading through the 
forest and past other giant tree stumps. 
Once more curse the bastards that cut 
them all down. 
But this time, take a moment 
to contemplate the recovery power of 
nature. It was less than SO years ago that 
all the trees were cut down. Already 
nature has progressed far down the road 
to recovery. Consider Lynn Canyon in 
the face of such modem hot potatoes as 
Clayquot sound. What Lynn Canyon 
was, is, and what it could have been. 
A-fishin• vve vvill go! 
by Chris Ricard 
Anyone looking for a great 
summer-time activity, look no further 
than your closet or basement and dust 
off that old fishing 
pole. 
cartoper and troll with some Flatfish, 
Hotshots, or just a worm and get ready 
to feast on some fresh fish. 
F o r 
anyone who wants 
A great to take a cast at 
area with · an river fishing, the 
abundance of Cheakamus River 
different sorts of north ofSquarnish 
fishing is from offers some great 
Squamish to salmon and trout 
Whistler . This fishing. You'll need 
area offers river a bit heavier gear 
and lake fishing. for this sort of 
North fishing but then 
of Squamish, again your talking 
Brohm Lake offers about Westcoast 
Rainbow and Salmon! Spinning 
Cutthroat trout for lures are favored 
the lakeshore here such as Kit-A-
angler using light Mats, & Kobo's. 
gear. Try casting So go ahead and 
Panther Martens, make a cast, just be 
Mepps, and any readyfortherideof 
other small your life when you 
spinners, or just hook that big one. 
put a worm on PHOJO: Toni Jones Make 
your hook and toss it out there, YUM! sure to have a fishing license and check 
Green Lake is just past the regulations for the area you plan on 
Whistler Village and rumor has it that visiting. Good luck and keep a tight line! 
there are some MONSTER Rainbow's 
and Dollies. So canoe or 
Don•t get- burned! 
by Daniela Zanatta 
Skin Cancer and UV Rays 
How to be Sun Smart! 
It's that time of year for hitting the 
beach, or for just being out in the sun. 
Whether you're gardening, walking, 
driving or swimming outside, the risk 
of getting a sunburn increases the more 
time you spend in the sun. In order to 
protect yourself from the harmful effects 
of the sun you should keep these tips in 
mind: 
·the hottest times_ofthe day are from 
II a.m . to 3 p .m . 
·sunscreen should be applied 15 -
30 min. before exposure to sun 
· the sunscreen should have a 
minimum SPF (sun protection factor) of 
15 or more 
·the sunscreen should have the logo 
of the Canadian Dermatology 
Association 
·wear sunglasses that provide 90% 
protection from UV-A and 95% from 
UV-B light 
·the fair skinned, blondes and red 
heads are more likely to burn easily 
·you should protect your skin from 
the sun every day from late Spring 
• 
PHOTO. Gunther Gamper 
through to early Fall 
·long-sleeved shirts, pants, a hat and 
sunglasses offer the best protection 
·closely-woven materials offers 
natural protection 
·if you can see through it, the UV 
rays will be able to get through too 
·wear a broad-brimmed hat: baseball 
cips do not protect the back of the neck 
PHOTO: Toni Jones 
or ears 
·indoonanning, using sun lamps, 
will damage your skin just the way that 
UV from the sun does 
· UV rays can penetrate light cloud 
cover and haze 
·up to 80% of the sun's UV radiation 
can bounce back from snow 
·concrete, sand and water reflect up 
to 20% 
Special Tips for Protecting Kids 
·babies under I 
year should be kept 




infants under the 
age of 6 months 
·plan sports 
and other outdoor 1'-•-- • =-
activities for the 
cooler times of the 
day 
Sunburn treatment 
Most people who bum will get I st 
degree burns.. Skin will be red and 
possibly swollen and will peel in a few 
days. 
Some suggested treatments are: 
over the counter cortisone 
cream or moisturizing cream, topical 
anesthetics (to help numb the pain), 
hydrocortisone creams or products 
containing antihistamines (to help reduce 
inflammation), asprrm or ibuprofen 
products to counteract inflammatory 
process (although aspirin should not be 
given to young children), 
·for those who prefer the more 
natural method: 
·cool wet cloths to cool off the skin, 
·cool compresses of equal parts milk 
and water, 
·the juice of aloe vera plant leaves 
spread on the burn 
·raw cucumber, potato slices or 
yogurt moisten skin, feel cool, and may 
help reduce inflammation, 
·add oatmeal (1-2 ups of finely 
milled oatmeal), or baking soda (I I 4 -
I / 2 cup), or white ddervinegar (I cup) 
to bath water 
In all cases avoid perfumes, scented 
soaps or bubble baths that may dry or 
irritate the skin 
It would be a good idea to see a 
doctor ifblisters develop within the first 
few hours, or severe burns are 








Time to burn 60+ min. 30 min. 
20 min. < 15 min. 
PHOTO: Chns Ricard 
The Ultraviolet 
index gives you an idea ofhow long you 
can safely stay outdoors. The radio or 
weather channel will give you the daily 
UV index. 
Dear Angeline 
Advice for the lovelorn 
Dear Angeline: 
I have a roommate who's really 
selfish and doesn't know how to give, 
only how to take. I've tried talking to 
her about her attitude but every attempt 
I make she gets angry and then starts to 
cry. This is going nowhere. Any 
suggestions? 
Tired of Fighting 
Dear Fighting: 
If you've really gotten to that point 
where things don't seem to be getting 
resolved then I suggest that you do one 
of two things. First, make it clear to 
her that you won't be lending her any 
more things until she learns to share. 
Secondly, tell her that you've come 
to the end of the line and either she can 
sit down and discuss the situation 
rationally or you'll have to make 
different living arrangements. If she 
agrees to a rational discussion then 
explain that crying and getting angry 
will not accomplish anything. 
She needs to listen to your concerns 
regarding borrowing items and you 
need to also hear her's . If this person is 
serious about living together 
harmoniously then she will hear you 
out. 
Dear Angeline: 
I have a friend who went out with a 
womanizer, who never got emotional. 
Even though they were both in love, he 
never admitted his love to her. Then one 
day she told him that she loved him. He, 
however, got scared and ran away from 
the situation. 
Now, two years have passed and she 
still hasn't gotten over him. She has 
remained friends with his family and 
therefore kept in touch. One day, she 
ran into him and his mother having lunch. 
But she did not confront him. 
The next day she talked to his 
mother, who admitted that her son 
wanted to talk to her the day before but 
she had kept him away. Now she's got 
an opportunity to see him, so she's off to 
the Island for a meeting. 
He's cooking her dinner, but she's 
also terrified of getting hurt again. As a 
friend, I really don't know what to tell 
her. What do you think of the situation, 
is there any hope? 
Cupid's Helper 
Dear Helper: 
If your friend is willing to take the 
chance to risk further heartbreak then 
she's got to either really Jove this man 
and believe there's a chance for them 
or be crazy. Anyone who's been hurt 
like that has a great degree of tolerance 
for having their emotions played with. 
To admit that she loved him was a risk. 
Not all people respond to risk in the same 
way. Some people stand up to it, some 
aren't ready for it, and others just cower 
away from it. Perhaps this man just 
wasn't ready fori! at that time. Maybe 
now he's got his life in order and his 
emotions sorted and he's ready to give 
it another shot 0n the other hand, he 
may still be uncertain and that is what 
your friend needs to be prepared for. It's 
always better to be prepared for the 
worst when the final outcome is 
uncertain. Since she's already been hurt 
once maybe she is prepared to take the 
chance. All you can do as her friend is 
be there for her whatever happens. 
She's going to need a lot of support i 
he hurts her again. Sometimes a chance 
for love is worth the risk. Sometimes, 
the heartbreak isn 't. 
BBQ cont'd from page 4 
Perfect cooking fire 
After piling your briquettes in 
a pyramid or mound and letting them 
heat to a glowmg red with gray ash on 
them, you can spread them out with a 
poker. The more you spread out the coals, 
the cooler the frre will be. In th1s way 
you can control the heat depending on 
the type of food being cooked. For more 
heat just push the coals together. 
If you know that you will be 
cooking on the same frre for awhile, add 
a few briquettes inbetween the frrst batch 
of food, so that they will be hot for the 
next batch and so all the residue on them 
will have burned off. It only takes few 
minutes for the new briquettes to be 
ready. 
The fire may have a tendency 
to go out when you first start and you'll 
have to check it for the 30 minutes it takes 
to get ready. 
The heat for most cooking can 
be tested by holding your hands over your 
spread out coals (making sure not to 
touch the grill) and if you can hold them 
there for two seconds you have high heat. 
A medium heat is indicated by being able 
to hold your hands over the fire for three 
to four seconds. If you can hold you 
hands over for longer than five seconds 
then your fire is too cool and you'll have 
to adjust the coals. 
Cooking tips 
Heat is the most important part 
of BBQing. To get direct heat, cook 
directly above the coals. This is good for 
franks, burgers and steaks. For fattier 
foods, use the drip pan in the middle of 
your fire . This may take longer, but the 
pan collects fat so there are no flare ups 
and the food will be done to perfection. 
When the food you cook takes 
longer than 15 minutes, you can cover 
the grill or tent food with tin foil to keep 
in heat. Foil is also used to wrap or cup 
vegetables so they don't sear. 
Always set your cooker away 
from wind to keep heat up and ash off 
your food. 
Flavours 
A wide variety of sauces are 
now available almost anywhere and are 
usually a pretty good deal, but if you have 
the time for making a homemade sauce, 
the library has many recipe books with a 
billion recipes to choose from. 
I already mentioned usually 
covering vegetables, so here are some tips 
for cooking fish and meat. 
Fish for grilling is best when 
it is of the firm flesh type and it is 
sometimes a good idea to wrap it. Fish 
gets a bitter taste when cooked over 
hickory so at when the fish is almost done 
you may want to throw on some alder 
dipped in water for that smoky flavor. 
For meats , smoking is a 
favorite way of grilling all over the world. 
You can buy packages of mesquite and 
hickory at any hardware store or you 
could even use something from your 
backyard. Almost anything can be used 
to smoke your food, just make sure that 
it isn't a poisonous plant. 
· Always throw on the smoking 
material near the end of cooking. Chips 
of smoking wood, should always be 
soaked in water before put on the coals. 
As a last note, be careful with hickory 
flare ups because the residue leaves a 
bitter taste on the meat. 
Care 
There's not much to say here, 
it's all common sense. Always clean the 
ashes out after each use (tin foil lining 
the bottom of the grill before you start 
helps this process) and although your 
cooker is for the outdoors it needs to be 
covered or at least kept in the garage. 
Well now you now the basics 
so I wish you many happy cook outs! 
So, you want to buy a bike, eh 
Now, you've just decided 
that you can't live without a new bike, 
but you don't know quite what to get. 
This article is designed to help you by 
comparing the three main styles of bikes 
on the market, and offering their general 
str~ths and weaknesses. 
The Mountain Bike: 
By far the most prevalent 
style of bike on the road these days. The 
mountain bike combines the durability 
and ruggedness of the old balloon tired 
coaster bikes of yesteryear with modem 
design techniques and a few ideas 
borrowed from the English racer (or I 0-
speed) . The most noticeable features 
of the mountain bike are the large, stable 
tires, thick, durable frame and wide, 
strait handlebars for maximum stability. 
Mountain bikes also feature finger tip 
controls for shifting and braking (unlike 
the old coaster style brakes, which 
tended to become red hot when control 
descending a long, steep mountain), and 
a high bottom bracket (the conjunction 
at which the pedals are mounted) for 
better obstacle clearance. 
Mountain bike are geared 
low, which offer the rider more torque 
on uphill climbs. They usually have 
more gears than the average road bike, 
15, I 8, and 2 I speeds being quite 
common. 
As a rule, mountain bikes are 
less finicky than road bikes, but with a 
multitude of gears, and caliper brakes 
the<e i3 a.hvay• the <.hance that 
something can go wrong at the worst 
possible moment. Always keep your 
mountain bike well maintained. You 
don ' t want to be loosing your rear 
brakes while coming down a steep hill. 
Mountain bikes are designed 
to go up a mountain and carry you back 
down again. They usually have wider, 
softer seats than a road bike, and the 
frame is designed to give more than a 
road bike frame. Wide tires give the bike 
more stability, as do the wide handlebars 
and long wheelbase. Knobs on the 
wheels give the bike more traction, but 
if you are using your bike to go to work, 
you might consider putting on "slicks" 
which will give you a much nicer ride 
on pavement. 
It is easy to control a mountain 
bike, but the handling is sluggish 
compared to a road bike. The straight 
handlebars keep the rider seated upright, 
which is easier on the back, ·but creates 
problems over long distances with the 
rider unable to change positions as easily 
as with the dropped handlebars of a road 
bike. The seat of a mountain bike can be 
adjusted quickly, allowing the rider to sit 
up and back when climbing uphill , yet 
quickly lower the seat for the descent, 
when it is important to keep the center 
of gravity as low as possible. 
Remember, a mountain bike 
is not built for speed. The upright posture 
of the rider creates wind resistance, the 
large tires cause road drag . And the 
frame, though made as light as possible, 
is usually heavier than a road bike frame. 
The Road Bike 
Also known as the English 
racer or I 0-speed, ·the road bike is the 
prima donna of bikes. Finicky, delicate 
and sometimes difficult to maintain, the 
road bike makes up for it in performance. 
It is quick and responsive compared to a 
mountain bike. Thin tires reduce road 
friction. The dropped handlebar keeps 
tne rider low and aerodynamic. A small 
frame and narrow seat also help keep the 
rider small to the wind, but can make for 
a really sore butt if you're not used to it. 
Another important feature in 
the road bike is frame layout. The wheel 
base of a road bike is shorter than a 
mountain bike. This makes the bike 
extremely responsive. It also means that 
a greater effort is required to control the 
bike. 
Like the mountain bike, the 
. road bike has fingertip controls for 
shifting and braking. Road bikes are not 
geared as low as mountain bikes, so they 
tend to have fewer gears, usually 12 . 
Some road bikes have up to 21 gears, 
but they are less common. 
If it is important to keep a 
mountain bike in good repair, it is 
imperative for the road bike. The 
delicate, lightweight road bike is easily 
damaged, as durability is traded off for 
speed and handling. 
The Hybrid 
As the name implies , the 
hybrid is a cross between a road bike 
and a mountain bike. It sports the 
thicker frame and straight handlebar 
the mountain bike, but has thinner tires. 
While combining some of the best 
features of each, it also has some of the 
wealcnesses. The hybrid is not as fast as 
the road bike, and it's not recommended 
you do much off roading with it. 
The hybrid is also known as 
a touring cycle, and that is where its 
main strength lies. If you are not going 
to be touring, a much better system 
would be to buy a bike with quick 
release wheels, and two sets of tires. 
One set for off road, and one set for 
highway riding. The hybrid is, in my 
mind, less desirable than either a straight 
mountain or road bike. 
Forget the hybrid. If you 
want something that can seriously haul, 
and are willing tn put the effort into 
maintaining it, get yourself a road bike. 
If you want something that you can ride 
like a sum bitch and not worry too much 
about, a mountain bike is the way to go. 
If you are unsure, err on the side 
conservative. Get yourself a mountain 
bike. If you really can't make up your 
mind, buy both. Your a student. You 
must have loads of money. Go on. You 
know you want to. Spend! Spend! 
Spend! 
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The Beautiful South 
MIA OW 
cd 
GO! I PolyGram 
I've always eschewed The Beautiful 
South, thinking they were just another 
English, dancey, house music band . 
Wow, was I a dope. 
Miaow marks the fust time that I've 
even listened to a South record, and I must 
say I'm hooked. Clever and moody, not 
to mention eclectic and diverse, Miaow 
contains some of the best ... everything 
.. . I've heard in quite some time. 
Ranging from the embarrassingly 
happy Good as Gold ("Good as gold, but 
stupid as mud\ He'll carry on forever\ 
They'll bleed his heart'til there's no more 
blood \ But carry on forever") to the 
disturbingly angry Tattoo ("When they 
put that needle in me I'll scream your 
name in pain \And I hope he spells'you 
bastard' right"). Minow offt>rs an 
inte!pgent, well-rounded, and (although 
I cringe to use the word) pleasant listen. 
I'm giving The Beautiful South top 
marks for this outing. And, difficult as it 
is to admit, I'm planning on updating 
my collection with a few of their earlier 
albums. 
See you at the record stores! 




4AD I PolyGram 
It's been two years since the last full 
Lush album. With bated breath, I 
unwrapped Split, knowing I was in for a 
treat. 
Now, some may say that my like for 
the band would tend to colour any 
review I may write. Of course, you're 
absolutely correct. However, write I 
shall. And, since I've been told to avoid 
being loquacious in this particular 
review, I won't ... ahem ... wank. 
Split is a good album. The sound, 
for those unfamiliar with the band, is 
like a very happy marriage between 
Grunge Lite and Tbe Cmnberries. 
In the end, in spite of all the 
commerdal forces trying to get me to 
tell you to buy this album , I'd have to 
say, with a clear conscience, "Buy this 
album." 
- Bert C. Ennah 





Here's something for the musically 
a iventurous. The Flying Bulgar Klezmer 
Band is defmitely not for everybody, but 
for those with an open mind and an 
open ear, they're a treat. 
You probably won't understand a 
word on Agada. In fact, unless you speak 
Yiddish - yes, that's right, Yiddish - you 
definitely won't. You see, a bulgar 
klezmer band is one that plays Yiddish 
instrumental music. (Agada also includes 
four tracks with vocals, supplied by the 
talented Allan Merovitz, and yes, the 
liner notes include both the Yiddish 
lyrics and the English translations) 
The unfortunate thing is that most 
people wouldn't even give this genre its 
fair shake, given the chance. They'd 
much rather give it up for the next 
Michael Bolton release, cleverly packaged 
as something original, or some new top-
40 dance band consisting of a gyrating 
pair of breasts for a lead "singer" and a 
drum :nachine. 
Well, it 's the mainstream's Joss , in 
my opinion. While I wouldn't want to 
listen to Flying tunes day-in, day-out, 
they provide a stupendous break from 
the monotony of a somewhat stagnant 
music industry. 
The Flying KJezmer Band is appearing at 
the Vancouver Folk Festival later this 
month . (Check out the Summer Fun 
Insert for a Folk Fest Preview.)You 'd best 
be served if you caught this breath of 
fresh, Yiddish air. 
- Jason Kurylo 
Wild Strawberries 
bet you think i'm lonely 
cd 
StrawBerry I A&M 
These guys are really better than I 
thought . The name Wild Strawberries 
gave the impression that their music 
would be really wild. Instead of wild, 
Wild Strmvberries plays excellent, mellow, 
alternative music. Featuring top hit Life 
Size Marilyn Monroe. 
bet you think i'm lonely captures the 
audience from the fust song. The Way it 
Goes to the last, Angel Came Tumbling Down. 
I like the fact that the music itself 
wasn't packed with too many 
in struments . Overall, it served its 
purpose well. 
- ~andice Lee 
Sarah Mclachlan 
Fumbling Towards Ecstasy 
cd 
Nettwerk 
Okay, so Fumbling Towards Ecstasy has 
been out for months. Hell, it's a 1993 
release ... youJd think we could have 
reviewed it by now, right? 
Well, we haven 't, and I'm going to 
do it now, whether you like it or no t. 
I'm sure Sarah Mclachlan won't mind 
the extra publicity, and neither will 
Nettwerk Records. 
The fact is, Ecstasy is nothing short 
of sublime. The vocals, as expected, are 
absolutely phenomenal. McLachlan 
owns one of the best sets of pipes in the 
business, and nearly never disappoints. 
In this, her fourth release, Sarah almost 
effortlessly reaches those dizzying 
heights of brilliance and beauty that are 
now her trademark. 
In the past, I've always felt Sarah's 
vocals were over-produced. Listening to 
Ecstasy, however, is almost as if Ms . 
McLachlan's decided to step on over, 
visit, and break into song right there in 
your living room. The results are utterly 
breathtaking, to say the least. 
Sarah's writing has improved 
substantially since her 198 8 debut, wuch. 
Of course, she was only 1 9 at the time. 
It's only logical that the romanticisms 
of a teen would mature somewhat in a 
six-year period. 
And, thankfully, McLachlan can 
fmally write about something eluding 
her f!Jr the longest time: happiness. I've 
always found it tragic that a creature so 
beauteous as Sarah was wracked with 
depression so much ·of the time. 
Anyway, check out Ice Cream ("Your 
love is better than ice cream ... "), and 
Elsewhere ("I believe this is heaven to no 
one else but me ... ") . 
Fumbling Towards Ecstasy does reach its 
nirvanic goal, but there is no 
floundering along the way. Sarah gets a 
9 out of I 0 on this one. 
- Jason Kurylo 
The Frank and Walters 
Trains. Boats and Planes 
cd 
PolyGram 
The Frank and Walters. Who the 
heck are they? Well, I am not a follower 
of English pop music, so I had no idea 
who these guys were. Apparently, they 
are a bunch of street bums from Ireland 
who write songs about their buddies. 
So, how good are they? To my 
surprise, I actually enjoyed their music. 
The lyrics are about the everyday life of 
their friends, and they're something that 
everyday people can relate to. "Practical" 
is the word to describe it. 
If you look deeper than the surface 
of the lyrics, you see a hint of humour 
which makes their music even more 
interesting to listen to. 
Overall, I'd say that Trains, Boots and 
Planes is an interesting mix of practical 
music that would interest almost 
anybody. 




LSD I A&M 
What kind of metal bands come out 
of North Vancouver? Motivated , good-
looking, moderately talented, wood-be-
glam ifi twereth eeigh ty's types like 
Vancouver 's new-to- the-scene Mush-
room 'IIail. 
I must admit , I almost bought the 
album solely for the purpose of the 
inside jacket cover, which lists "magical" 
mushroom varieties that you can 't find 
in encyclopedias. Then I got it for free. 
However, the band swears that they 
didn't name their band after natural 
drugs. And their music is far from 
magical. 
Listening to their album made me 
think of Skid Row in the mid-80's. Big 
sound, characteristic lyrics of once-
upon-a-time sodeties image of"bad boy 
rebels." 
Their one most interesting song , 
Pigs. tells a tale of a drug bust gone bad, 
and the powermongering of the boys 
in blue. The rest of the songs belong on 
a B-side EP from 1989. Sample lyric? 
FromFUS: "I ain't proud\ can you blame 
me \ when there's so much crazy \ 
fucked-up shit goin ' down." 
Yep ... rebels. 
Live, the band does create an 
exciting show. Paul D'eath, Mushroom 
Trail's frontman, likes to bob up and 
down, arid sway his butt inches from 
the nearest female groupie. The rest of 
the band kinda stands still, concentrating 
on staying in tune to impress the record 
guys that may be in the audience. 
All in all , Mushroom Trail doesn't suck, 
but they don 't have any great or unique 
qualities to earn a record deal. They'd be 
a good cover band. The CO's defmitely 
not worth A&B's 15 bucks. 
- Scott Simmer 
Sing Along With Tonto 
The Rock Hits EP 
cd 
Epidemic 
SingAlongWithTonto is little more 
than a bass-heavy Toronto garage band 
with delusions of grunge-dom. 
With the independent release, The 
Rock Hits EP, Tonto has combined bits of 
Nirvana, The Red Hot Chili Peppers. and the 
occasional Spin Doc~ors riff. achieving okay 
results. 
On the packaging and production 
side, Hits looks great. Of the five tracks, 
only !Walk is really impressive. 
Most impressive about Tonto is their 
ability to get quiet. Unlike most bands 
in this gerue, they're not scared to use 
nuance in their tunes. That's right, 
'nuance.' If you're a contemporary music 
fan, you may have to employ a dictionary 
on this one. Go ahead; it's a good word 
to know. 
And as for my somewhat negative 
attitude towards this band, I remind you 
that not many critics loved Led Zeppelin 
upon fust listen, either. 
- Bert C. Ennah 
P.O.W.E.R. 
Dedicated to World Revolution 
cd 
Nettwerk 
This album is just chock fc!l of 
incredibly negative music. 
The lyr ics on P.O.WE.R.'s album , 
Dedicated to World Revolution, speak 
against capitalism, carnivorism , com-
mercialism, the American government, 
white male domination, and almost 
anything else politically incorrect. The 
music supporting the lyrics are kinds of 
generic drum machine beats without a 
lot of originality. 
While I like politically inclined 
bands like Public Enemy. The Disposable Heroes 
of Hypocrisy, and Rage Against The Machine, 
P.O.WE.R. just doesn 't seem to have the 
primal energy that some bands do. After 
listening to the CD, I asked myself. "Was 
that music or preaching?" I imagine you 
could dance to it, but if you think about 
it, you could dance to the rhythm of an 
unbalanced washing machine too. 
Maybe I just hate this band 
because I eat meat, like money, like 
Americans, am a white male, and think 
that political correcmess is just a big load 
of male bovine excrement. 
I guess if you want to find out for 
yourself, you could go blow the fifteen 
bucks for their CD and then come call 
me an idiot because you like the music. 
P.O.WE.R. are being distributed by 
Nettwerk, a Vancouver based label that 
also brought out the band Consolidated. 
-Dug Hebert 
Material Issue 
Freak City Soundtrack 
cd 
Mercury I PolyGram 
Let's dispel some of the myths about 
this record. It's not a soundtrack. Got it? 
However, Freak City Soundtrack is one 
of the better records of the year. Crunchy 
power-pop with an edge. it has had me 
humming for a couple qf months now, 
and it also knows when to go home. 
It fmishes in a speedy 38 minutes. 
The trend in the music industry lately 
has been to jam as much music onto a 
72-minute cd as possible, regardless of 
the songwriting. 
There's a wad of cool songs on the 
record. Odes to snoops (Goin'ThrougbYour 
Purse), songs about the women a guy 
could only dream of(Kim theWaitress),and 
other melodical morsels. 
I just realized I talked about the first 
two songs, and could essentially talk 
about every one of them in a good way, 
but I won't bore you with that. 
I'll just tell you more about the 
record. It's very 70's, down to the 
bellybutton on the cover. 
Oh, heck, I can't say any more. I 
don't like brown-nosing. It's a great 
record. 
- Tim Crumley 




Hypnotic I A&M 
Not having h~~d_volume one of this 
series, I can't say if it's better than the 
fust one or not. 
But having heard Hypnotic DanceTmxx: 
\-blumeTwo,I can say that it is full of terrific 
remixes. For those of you who like a lot 
of bass, this CD has it. 
It also has a Techno beat to it that'll 
defmitely make you want to dance. It is 
comprised of songs by Canadian artists 
and while most of the songs have a really 
good beat to them, a few of the remixes, 
were overdone. 
Aside from that, this CD is 
guaranteed to get most of you in the 
dance mood. 
- Jyoti Kapdee 
Line Up In Paris 
self-titled 
cd 
Island I A&M 
Line Up in Paris, a four piece band 
out of Saskatoon, is an interesting twist 
of rock n' roll, with a slightly heavy 
metal edge. However, a lot of the CD 
sounds repetitious. Emotional Addiction is a 
good song that has been given some fair 
air-play. 
My personal favorite, however, 
would have to be, What You Do To Me. It 
begins sounding like a slow song and 
then speeds up after the beginning 
picking up the beat. Fire Inside is also quite 
moving. 
Overall, not a bad CD. 
- Ronnie Bains 




I knew I was in trouble when I saw 
the title. 
Mix in a whole bunch of stupid 
outtake references to how "punk" the 
band is with an asswipe cover of the 
Proclaimers' !Will &There (500 Miles) and 
you have one hell of a stupid record. 
Go home. 
- Tim Crumley 
cJ>rorrw cassette. 
©a cover ain't 
available. 
NOFX 
Punk In Drublic 
cassette 
Epitaph 
The California-based quartet NOFX 
has been around pretty much since the 
hard-core scene started about I 5 years 
ago. They've never had band members 
leave, only picked more up. 
Why should you care ?They're good, 
mon. People say punk is dumb-ass music 
for people who can't play. If those people 
could play as well as these people can, 
we'd have a society of musicians. 
This record races for 40 minutes or 
so, does some pit-stops in lounge latin 
and a good reggae jam, and leaves you 
with a sweat on your brow. 
NOFX satiate. 
Just don't look at thelyrics.The band 
think they're those witty white boys, 
always wanting to be furmy. Sometimes 
it's at others' expense. Yet at the same 
time, they don't want to be labeled, as 
evidenced by the tune Don't Call MeWhitey. 
I can never understand morons lilce that. 
Anyway, with this record, there are 
ups, there are downs. Such is life. 
Musically though, it's one of the best 
hard-core records of the year. 








I've never been a big John 
Mellencamp fan, but I've got to admit 
this is a good record. 
dance naked is an apt title, considering 
the naked vocal tracks, and bare 
production used throughout this album. 
Given the glut of aging rock stars 
remodeling their old ways by adding a 
drum machine and a few upbeat twists 
and/or attempting to recapture long-
gone days of glory (not to mention any 
bands rhyming with "The Bowling 
Gnomes" in particular ... ). this return to 
pared down rock and roll is a breath, as 
they say, of fresh air. 
Speaking of aging rock stars, Boston 
has a new release out in Walk On. 
The question I'd lilce t.<> ask is this: 
9 
guys so to 
"You make me sick make music" (Chris 
put together new albums, when each 
one is simply a rehash of the last one? 
Hell, even Def Leppard switches gears more 
than the Beantowners. 
Cornell) and "In one ear and out your one. 
Oh well, I suppose my consolation 
is that it will be at least four years before 
the next Boston album. 






Can anyone scream quite the way 
that Chris Cornell can? I don't think so. 
And it is his unrelenting vocals that 
propel Soundgarden to the top of the 
Seattle class. 
Don't get me wrong. Each member 
ofSoundgarden is a distinct and unique 
personality. Each person in the band has 
their own voice, which is also unique 
among Seattle groups. · 
Name someone in Pearl Jam besides 
Eddie Vedder. And will anyone remember 
Nirvana as being something more than 
Kurt Cobain's band? Yet both Matt 
Cameron, Soundgarden's drummer and 
Kim Thayil, the guitarist have gained a 
great deal of respect from fans and critics 
alilce. 
The individuality of the musicians 
does not pull the band apart.Rather, they 
function as a team, each person's 
strength complimenting the others. 
Superunknown. the bands fourth 
release picks up from where 
•·· "Badmoterfmger"left off, and rti.hs with 
it. Still masters of alternate tuning, this 
album has a tighter, more coherent feel 
than their previous releases. 
On a side note, I love the copyright 
titles that Soundgarden has, including 
mother" (Kim Thayil) . Little things like 
that make reading the liner notes fun. 
Especially with the dark, depressing 
lyrics. A sample includes "Hello, don't 
you know me/ I'm the dirt beneath your 
feet ." from Mailman.Or "Whomsoever 
I've cured I've sickened now I 
Whomsoever I've cradled I've put 
down/ I'm a search light soul/ they say 
but I can't see it in the night/ I'm only 
faking when I get it right/ cause I fell 
on black days." from Fell on Black Days. 
This is not an uplifting album. 
Musically though, this kicks some 
serious butt. If you're suicidal, avoid this. 
If you want a killer album by some of 
Seattle's best musicians, pick it up. 
- Trent Ernst 
SNFU 




This record quite frankly 
disappointed the hell out of me. I've seen 
SNFU live, and I've seen Chi Pig in his 
Wongs incarnation, and I thought they 
gave wild rides. 
Something Green and Leafy .... was a 
different matter. After a good start with 
the first cut, All Those Opposed, SNFU 
degenerated into one of those dum bass 
punk/metal hybrid bands, complete 
with the tongue waggling air guitar 
solos. Grossss. 
Quite frankly a lot of the stuff was 
boring and I ended up falling asleep (no 
mean feat, because I had ingested half a 
bottle of caffeine pills. But thats another 
story .... ). 
Vancouver native and chanteuse 
extraordinaire is finally coming home 
after a big trip. She's playing Vanier 
July 24. We know everyone wants to 
in the warmth of that amazing voice. 
tickets are expensive, right? And 
broke, right? Don't worry; you still 
hope. 
The Other Press, in conjunction with 
Media, are giving away a pair of uv .. ,v • ., 
Vanier Park gig. Free. All you have 
the contest entry form below and get 
(Aarrgh, math!) Heck, we'll even 
shirt. Get it through our mail slot at 
fax it to us at 527-5095, or write to 
Other Press, Box 2503, New w~~stnnin~te~~;~l li' I 
V3L 5B2. Cheers, and good luck. 








A lot of the new bands coming out 
of California aren't half bad. I guess The 
Offspring is one of them. 
The reason why I'm not so confident 
is I listened to both albums back to back 
and I lilced the fust song. It really rocked. 
I was impressed with their ability to mix 
pop stylings with a really raunchy, punk 
rock guitar. 
Then I listened to the next song. 
Same tempo. As I listened on, I realized 
that I could sing some of the first song's 
melody onto some of the other songs. A 
similar lyric pattern appeared on the later 
cd as a song on the fust.Yes, you may be 
sensing that I found these records a tad 
repetitive. 
But it's at least a formulaic pattern I 
happen to lilce. It's not lilce all of the 
songs sounded like Ace of Base or some 
other farty ABBA - disco dance clone. 
I'd say it's not a terrible record. I 
wouldn't go hunting for it though. And 
if I were you, I'd take Ignition over Smash. 
- Tim Crumley 
This space is dedicated to the seventeen devoted readers 
we have in the Northwest Territories.IYithout them and their 
support quite lankly, we'd be printing for no one but 
ourselves. And no. we don't want to talk about it. Go away. 
-------Phone _____ _ [20 - (30 X 7) + 1901 + 1 = 
tJ 1 didn't cheat tJ Boy. did I cheat Student or College ID# . . . 
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Costner is the latest in a long line of Earps. 
Upcomin• flicks 












Clear an~ Present Danger 
In the Mouth of Madness 
Costner wears a hat 
by Charlotte Holst 
In the first few minutes into the 
movie, there was a close up of Wyatt 
Earp's (Kevin Costner) gun as he lay it 
on a table to drink a cup of coffee. I had 
a feeling that this was to set the tone 
for the rest of the three plus hours flick. 
I was right, the movie was a rip 
roaring western. There was everything 
that you'd assodate with the wild west; 
drinking. call girls, rowdies, horses and 
best of all gun fights. I loved it. 
The authenticity of the scenes and 
of the costumes was excellent. I 
drowned my senses in watching the 
strong stand-by-your-man women 
strolling in the dusty roads in their long, 
layered dresses and other details that 
filled the screen. 
The movie was long and there were 
many action and comedic parts. In 
between this was a quiet following of 
Wyatt to discover a hidden depth that 
was supposed to make you understand 
this law-man of the past. Even if this 
exploration into his psyche might escape 
or bore you, like I said before, there is 
always the excellent portrayal of the old 
west. 
Wyatt Earp is the story based on the 
real life of a legendary tamer of the west. 
The story follows Wyatt through his 
youth, when his father taught him that 
family meant everything, to the famous 
gunfight at the O.K. Corral, in 
Tombstone, Arizona. 
The path that led Wyatt to that 
October day in 18 81, started after his 
family trekked to California to settle the 
land. He married his sweetheart but she 
died and he turned to drinking. 
I don't want to tell the en tire plot 
of the story but Wyatt, after a period of 
being at rock bottom, changed his ways 
after being given a second chance by his 
father (Gene Hackman). 
Wyatt ended up in Dodge City were 
he gained a reputation for being a hard-
nosed, no-nonsense, keeper of the peace. 
Unfortunately, some didn't agree 
with his sometimes violent solutions and 
Wyatt moved on to Tombstone, a town 
just starting to boom. 
He had his brothers, Virgil and 
Morgan, follow him. They believed in 
Wyatt's ways and had planned to start a 
business together. The wives (one of 
whom is played by Catherine O'Hara) 
of the men had feelings that Wyatt's 
opportunistic ways would catch up with 
him and that trouble would come to 
all the Earps. 
Another man who had followed the 
Earps was 'Doc' Holliday (Dennis 
Quaid) . 'Doc' became freinds with 
Wyatt in Kansas and was the perfect 
counterpart to him. He, unlike Wyatt, 
was chatty and said things that would 
describe himself as well as Wyatt. This 
is why he was an adopted part of the 
family. 
Dennis Quaid's performance made 
the movie. His priceless, smart-assed 
quips earned my adoration and I 
believe, in the movie, Wyatt's. 'Doc' was 
a speaker for himself and as a result of 
his closeness to Wyatt, for this quiet 
man as well. Through Dennis' superb 
acting the look into Wyatt's psyche was 
more easily grasped. 
The women, in the end, were right 
and you see Wyatt put down a cup of 
coffee, as in the beginning, to 
rendezvous with his brothers and 'Doc' 
for one of the most famous 30 seconds 
of western frontier history. 
There were many familiar faces 
throughout the film but one of the most 
memorable was Kevin Costner playing 
the ~m. cool, stoic, distinguished and 
chivalrous Wyatt Earp. 
Gump hits a home run 
Hanks sure to get another Oscar nod 
by Jason Kurylo 
Can Tom Hanks do no wrong? 
Forgive me if this review is kinda, 
well, butt-kissy, but I really believe every 
word. And it's being written during the 
midst of a sleep deprivation experiment, 
which might affect the style. (But read 
it anyway. It's S!OOd.) 
Fornst Gump is a truly remarkable 
film. S~essly melding a thoughtful 
screenplay with quality performances 
and great special effects (see 'Bosom 
Buddy' Hanks talk to JFK; see ping pong 
like you've never seen before .. . ), Gump 
does something films rarely do anymore: 
it transports you into the world it 
represents. 
Anything but "The Tom Hanks 
Show," which I felt Philadelphia strived to 
be. Gumo makes Hanks iust a parr of 
the movie, rather than making the movie 
part of his resume. 
Robert Zemeckis is back as an A-list 
director with this film. This is his first 
ground-breaker since Back To The Future. 
Hopefully, he won't try to ride this one 
for two sequels. 
Forrest Gump manages to create 
compassion for the characters within, 
which is another shortfall of most films 
now. Easily the best film I've seen in a long 
·vhi\e. Gumo mP.et~ ~ 11 thP PYnPrt~tion~ ~nil 
industry buzz that preceded it. 
Go see Forrest Gump. Now. 
Other Press 
Architect far fron1 collapsing 
Opera leaves dangling strings but impresses overall 
by Candice Lee 
The Architect is a contempory 
opera. The sets were simple yet they 
served their purpose. This production 
is so contemporary that, at times, it 
seemed like a live theatre performance 
rather than opera. 
There is no traditional opera 
costumes as the players were dressed in 
contemporary attire. 
The architect, Sandra is played by 
American Gloria Parker. Shedid an 
absolutely excellent job in portraying 
her role. 
The four main character in the 
production are Sa..tidra, Sandra's lover 
Jillian, played by John Fanning , 
Madeline, Sandra's best friend and 
Julian's sister, played by Valdine 
Anderson, and Even, a beach scavenger, 
played by Andre Clouthier. 
All players did a wonderfully good 
job in portraying their characters. 
Overall, the production was pretty 
good. A few things though were not 
quite satisfactory. At times, it is difficult 
to hear what the players were saying 
because of the background music and 
the high pitch singing. 
The plot is excellent. It makes the 
audience think. Perhaps too much . 
When the production is over there were 
still many questions about the plot 
which were not answered. 
Joffrey does Princely job of rock ballet 
by Jyoti Kapdee 
On Saturday, June 25th, I had the 
opportunity to see Billboards at the 
Queen Elizabeth Theatre. The show was 
a "rock" ballet and was performed by 
the Joffrey Ballet. 
When my friend and I sat down to 
watch the show. we didn't know what 
to expect. All I knew, was that it wasn't 
going to be the typical ballet because 
the songs that they were going to dance 
to, were by Prince. 
He has a unique style of 
songwriting and singing that makes his 
music stand out, so I was curious as to 
how graceful ballerinas could dance to 
his songs. But the moment the show 
started, all my doubts vanished. 
Th~ costumes that the Joffiey Ballet 
group wore were incredible. Depending 
on the song and the mood they were 
trying to set, their costumes definitely 
did the job. The "rock" ballet was 
broken down into four parts which were 
· called "billboards." 
Each billboard provided a different 
show and each was equally unique 
whether it was dancing that showed the 
Joffiey Ballet's gracefulness. their ability 
to make the audience laugh or a sensual 
style. 
It was amazing how they could 
dance to the different songs and still 
make it look like ballet. I really enjoyed 
watching the show from beginning to 
end. 
There wasn't one moment when I 
thought the show was borinj;!. 
Unfortunately. the "Billboards" ballet 
has fmished it's showing for the time 
being but I would definitely recommend 
that everyone see it. It's a bit of culture 
with a "zing" to it and judging from 
the standing ovation they got, other 
people agree with me. 
Contest winners from last issue: 
Christian Canete -ONYX: Bacdaf**kup (CD) 
Tabitha Choo- Marcella Detroit: Jewel (CD) 
Chris Ricard - History of British Columbia (book), by 
George Woodcock 
Christopher Ong - John Mellencamp: dancenaked 
(cassette) 
Robbie Aubichon- Mushroom Trail: My Medicine (CD) 
Katrina lennax- Return of the Answer Lady (book) by 
Mary Meikle 
Clarence loranger- SNFU: Something Green & Leafy 
This Way Comes (CD) 
Craig Mclean- yet to pick up his prize (come on 
down, big guy!) 
11 
What•s out there ... 
cutting class, July 8-23 
More fun than spitballs in study hall , it's TEECHERS. 
Michael Fera, fresh off Douglas' own Allee in Wonderland, 
directs this quick-witted British comedy revolving around 
three students. 
Three actors play 21 roles , spanning teens to seniors, 
teachers to dropouts. 
Teechers is playing at the Firehall Arts Club, at 280 West 
Cordova Street. 
dancing where?!?, until July 16 
Dancing at Lughnasa is an award winning Irish play by 
Brian Friel, and is playing at the Arts Club Theatre Main 
Stage on Granville Island. 
A great show for everyone, including the performers (they 
really look like they enjoy doing this show - of course, they 
are actors ... ), Lughnasa is well worth the cash. 
(Watch for The Wild Guys to come back late this month.) 
shakin• with big Bill 
Bard On The Beach always puts on a good show, and 
this year bring The Merry Wives ofWindsor and King Lear 
to the stage. Great atmosphere, great everything, until 
September 18th. 
Black Dog Biliiard Cafe 
983 Carnarvon Street 
New Westminster 
B.C. V3M 162 
1604) 524-2499 
New Westminster•s First Billiard Cafe! 
A great -place for 
coffee, pool, and · 
a whole lot 
more ... 
Open early •til late, 7 days a week 
ESPRESSO BAR • SNOOKER • POOL 
... 
.. 
SATURDAY DANCE PARTY Starrin\t 
RUMPLESTEELSKIN • GONCH MESSIAH 
with special \tuests MEMPHIS SLAX 
SATU.RDA y • JULy 9 - DOORS 8:30PM 
:fl;fi'!_ presents Warner Recording Artists 
RODEO 
with Special Gue.Jt.J CIRCLE @ 
VOGUE THEATRE 
WEDNESDAY JULY 13 • Doors 7:00pm, Showtime 8:00pm 
By Popular Demand Second Show added 
THURSDAY • JULY 14 
f'-~4~ Presents An Evening of Southern Blues with Silvertone Recording Artists 
:A~:J.J. CALE BAND 
WITH SPECIAL GUESTS 
WEDNESDAY JULY 20 • DOORS 8:30 PM 
An Evening with Nigeria's King of Ju Ju Music , 
KING SUNNY ADE 
WITH SPECIAL GUESTS 
Sunday July 24 • Doors: a:oo pm 
.,... ~~ & llnn,i~. present R~:uu.H.~: D.H.u DV' :::~ • vvn '94 
Grammy Award Winners from Jamaica 
INNER CIRCLE 
PLUS SPECIAL GUESTS 
Wednesday • August 3 • Doors a:oo pm 
"f present~ Virgin •Recording Artist 
~:;!,!>;nemandColtn James 
& the Little Big Band 
with very special guest Roomful of Blues 
FRI & SAT AUG. 19-20 • DOORS 8:30P.M. 
1994 Vancouver International 
Comedy Festival a barrel of laughs 
by DanielaZanatta and Dug Hebert 
~------------------. 
The comedy 
festival is fun for 
everyone with free 
shows daily in 
Granville Island 
(Triangle and Market 
Squares) from noon 
until 5 : 00 p.m . 
starting July 29. 
Performing at the 
Arts Club Revue : Leo 
Bassi from Italy, July 
27-31 at 8 :00p.m . 
Bassi has been called a 
"clown-terrorist" with 
his attempts to thrill 
the audience. 
John Hegley, Aug 
2-6 at 8 :00p.m. 
Sensible Footwear, 
July 29-31 at 10 :30 
p.m . 
Andre Vincent, 
Aug 4-6 at 10:30 p.m . 
LeLa Les (England) Cirque!? Sensible Footwear (U.K.) 
Host of Cirque!? Also 
performing in Cirque!? 
are Le La Les, Boni & 
Caroli, Mapapa 
Acrobats and Tesseract. 
Arts Club Revue August 
4,5,6 at1 0:30pm 
Arts Club Revue July 29, 30, 31 10:30 pm 
Suzy and Uncle 
Joe, July 29 at 10:30 p.m . 
Sadie Kaye Cottam, July 30 , 10:30 p.m . 
Tom Mcgillen will be perfoming at the Comedy Cave from 
August 3-6. 
At the Vogue Theatre will be Lea Delaria, August 6 8:00 
p.m . 
As part of the Grand Finale on August 7. at the Vogue 
Theatre is Johnny "Bagpipes" Johnson. 
Throughout the festival Rid Lewis, limpopo, Mr. Smythe, 
TheArroganrWorms, Mike Battie andThe Checkerboard Guy 
will be performing on the streets of Granville Island. 
Arts Club Revue July 29 10:30 pm 
Folk Festival comin• to town 
r 
Better not pout, or even cry, just head to Jericho 
by Jason Kurylo 
The 17th Annual Vancouver Folk Music 
Festival is coming to Jericho Beach Park this July, and with over 
200 performers from nearly 20 countries, it promises to live up to 
its reputation as "the greatest folk festival on earth." (Bob Haddad, 
Music of the World Records) 
The Festival runs rain or shine, and seating is on the grass, so 
bring a blanket or a beach chair*, and dress accordingly! (Bring 
your sunblock or your gumboots, depending ... ) 
For those in doubt, please know that folk music is a lot more 
than the lone guitarist waxing Dylanesque; that's just one facet of 
a fascinating genre, which spans South Asian bhangra, Celtic bands, 
Mississppi blues, mandolin vir-tuosos, and much, much more. 
Tickets for the entire weekend are 
$84for adults, $50 for youths 13-18, and 
$10 for the wee ones. Individual day 
passes are available, as well. 
For adults, pay just $26 for the Friday 
night concert, or $3 9 for either Saturday 
or Sunday. Youths are hit up for $18 for 
Friday, and $20 for Saturday or Sunday, 
while kids get in for only $5 on Saturday 
and Sunday. For the munchkins, Friday's 
free! 
Outlets for the Vancouver Folk 
Festival include TicketMaster, Highlife 
Records (1317 Com-mercial Drive), and 
the Vancouver Folk Festival Main Office, 
located at j 2 71 Main Street. For 
information, call the VFF, at 879-2931, 
or fax them at 879-4315. 
Black Umfolosi 
Vancouver Folk Festival 
July 16, and 17 
·Granville Island July 18 
Who•s gonna be there 
Vancouver Folk Music 
Festival: July 15-17 at Jericho 
Beach Park: Austin Lounge 
Lizards, Black Umfolosi, Bob 
Bossin, Boukan Ginen, Wild 
Child Butler, Craobh Rua, 
D'Gary, Derivative Duo, Ani 
DiFranco with Andy 
Stochansky, Danny Dill, 
Tammy Fassaert, Mo Field, 
The Flying Bulgar Klezmer 
Band, Roy Forbes, Paul 
Geremia, Tami Greer, Guitar 
Gabriel, Wayne Henderson & 
Helen White, Veda Hille, Si 
Khan, Irshad Khan, Kin Lalat, 
Die Knodel, John Koerner, Les 
Freres Labri, Penny Lang, Eddie 
Lawrence, Mara!, Simon Mayor 
& Hilary James, The Robert 
Minden Ensemble, Pamela 
Morgan, Morin Khuur, The 
Narasirato Are' Are Panpipe 
Ensemble, Peter Ostroushko & 
Dean Magraw, Mark Perry, 
Plankerdown Band, Psychograss, 
Punjabi By Nature, Q'Jom Tze, 
Quartette, Rawlins Cross, The 
John Reischman Group, Peter 
Rowan & The Rowan Brothers, 
Roots Punta Rock, Rumillajta, 
Claudia Schmidt, Toronto Tabla 
Ensemble, Uzume Taiko 
Ensemble, Peter Paul Van 
Camp, Wapistan (Lawrence 
Martin), Michael Wex, The 
Whiteley Brothers, Takeo 
Yamashiro, Radim Zenki, and 
best of all, you! 
For information, call the Folk 
Fest at 879-2931. 
ot much compares with 
the tranquility of lying in the 
sun (sun-blocked like crazy, of 
course ... ) , whilst in the middle 
of a great book. 
Finding that great book, however, can 
sometimes be a pain. Lucky for you, then, that we 
at the Othef'Press have put together a huge listing 
of just what's on everyone's reading lists. 
Of course, there's always the big names: Michael Cri:chton, 
John Grisham, et al. Anybody could recommend that you read 
The Chamber. (Look for the movie in late '95.) 
Following is a group of great reads, mainly by local authors, 
which should keep your summer shelves suitably stocked. 
Ripper. by Michel Slade Maillard is an assistant professor in 
paperback, fiction, 416 pp, $6.99 the Department of Creative Writing at 
Signet I Penguin U.B.C. , and is currently witnessing his 
Detectives Robert DeClereq and Zinc first novel's adaptation into a feature 
Chandler follow a trail of horrid fllm. 
murders, to -come face to face with ... Also available from Keith Maillard 
Jack the Ripper? Huge (also in paperback) : 
sales and critical success Motet River , 
haven't tamed the which won the Ethel 
Vancouver based Wilson Fiction Prize 
author, Michael Slade. in 1990. 
Slade is actually Two Strand 
two Vancouver lawyers, River, currently being 
writing under the Slade developed for the big 
pseudonym. Don't let screen. 
the hype fool you into 
thinking this is just 
another commercial 
success. This is good 
readin' . 
Also available from 




Cutthroat, 400 pp. $6.99 
Headhunter, 424 pp, $5 .99 
Albatross. by Deborah Scaling 
Kiley 
hardcover, non fiction, $27 .95 
Thomas Allen 
Debbie Scaling tells a true tale ofher 
autumn trip on a "boat of death," on 
which three ofher co-passengers would 
die. She spent days in shark-infested 
waters, and made headlines around the 
world upon her rescue. 
According to Robert Stone, 
author of Outerbridge Reach, Albatross 
is "unforgettable and terrifying. Asea 
story so harrowing that sailors should 
read it only on dry land." 
The Cage. by Audrey Schulman 
hardcover, fiction, $22.95 
Thomas Allen 
Beryl is a five - foot-one 
photographer, deep in the Canadian 
Arctic. This original heroine stalks 
through the hazards of the cold 
wilderness, encountering polar bears, 
hypothermia , and the rigors of the 
northern wild. 
light in the Company of 
Women. by Keith Maillard 
trade paperback, fiction, 306 pp, 
$12.95 
HarperCollins 
Sarsfield Middleton is torn between 
two very different worlds in this 
sweeping saga set in the early 1900's. 
Written by Vancouver-based author 
Keith Maillard, Women has been likened 
to the works of Steinbeck and Sinclair 
Lewis. 




252 pp. $24.00 
HarperCollins 
The gruesome 
death of a brilliant 
young female sdentist 
draws Gillian Adams 
into this gripping tale, the third in Nora 
Kelly's series. 
Currently residing in Strathcona, 
Kelly holds degrees from both U.B.C. 
and S.F.U., and once again delivers a 
smart sdencel sexual thriller. 
Also available 
from Nora Kelly 
(paperbacks): 
I n T h e 
Shadow of Kings 
My Sister's 








fiction, 152 pp, 
s 14.95 
This one won 
the Stephen 
Leacock Award 
for Humour, and 
tracks the antics 
of twins Hector 
and Virgil, the endearingly eccentric 
hosts of the BBB&B. 
Bill Richardson has also published 
works named Canada Customs and 
Queen of All the Dustballs. 
The Book of Secrets. by M.G. 
Vassanji 
trade paperback, fiction, 337 pp, 
$19 .99 
McClelland & Stewart 
Pius Fenandes receives a diary in the 
year 1988. The book had been hidden 
for 7 5 years, in a shopkeeper's back 
room. Fernandes reads the entries of 
0 
byJason JCurylo 
Englishman Alfred Corbin, who 
recorded fond memories of a pre-WW1 
Africa. 
Engulfed with curiosity and 
enthusiasm, Fernandes ventures out to 
piece together the few missing parts of 
the story. The adventure only begins 
there. 
M.G. Vassanji spans decades, 
cultures, continents, and ideals with his 
fourth outing, The Book of Secrets. Born 
in Kenya, and now residing in Toronto, 
Vassanji "reveals something of the 
seductive nature of the past as it connects 
to the present, and tells us something 
fresh about the nature of storytelling." 
Also available from M.G. Vassanji: 
Uhuru Street {1992) 
No New Land {1991) 
The Gunny Sack {1989) 
Singing Songs. by Meg Tilly 
hardcover, fiction, 242 pp, $27.99 
Dutron I Penguin 
A young girl named Anna goes 
through the trials and tribulations of her 
Marna's remarriage, and the frightening 
mix of emotion and violence that comes 
with them. 
Meg Tilly spends a lot of time in 
B.C., and wrote this, her debut novel, 
here. She has been hailed as a "clear-
eyed and fierce poet of pain" by author 
Sandra Scofield, and it looks like Ms. Tilly 
can now confidently add'novelist' to her 
already impressive list of credits. 
Also available from Meg Tilly: 
no books, but catch her thespian 
activities on video in The Big Chill, Agnes 
of God (for which she received a Golden 
GlobeAward and an Oscar nomination) , 
and presently in the Aaron Spelling 
series Winnetka Rood . 
The Invitation: A Memoir 
of Family Love and 
Recond.liation, by Joan Haggerty 
trade paperback, nonfiction, 2 18 
pp, $16.95 
Douglas & Mcintyre 
This true story about a young 
Canadian woman who gives up her 
second child for adoption to a French 
couple she's just met is set in the 1960's. 
Joan Haggerty is a Vancouver-based 
author, who is also a teacher in 
Northern B.C. Also available from Joan 
Haggerty: 
Please Miss, 












I'll quote the 
press release on 
this one, okay? 
"A Discovtry of 
Strongers is a love 
story; it is also a 
story of jealousy, 
cannibalism and 
starvation, and of 
the enduring 
spiritual nature of the world. It is a story 
of this country." 
Edmonton-based Rudy Weihe wrote 
this novel, centering on the historical 
and fasdnating first encounters between 
the British expeditions in search of the 
Northwest passage {1819-21) and the 
Yellowknife Indians. 
Specifically, the story deals with 
rivalry over a young Yellowknife female, 
known as "Greenstockings," and her 
relationship with the British Lieutenant 
Hood. 
Other fiction available by Rudy 
Weihe:· 
Peace Shall Destroy Many. First 
and Vital Candle, The Blue Mountains 
of China, The Temptations of Big Bear, 
Where Is the Voice Coming From?, 
The Scorched-Wood People, Alberta 
I a Celebration, The Mad 'Ihlpper, The 
Angel of the Tar Sands, My Lovely 
Enemy, Chinook Christmas 






















the reigns of 
t h e 
Vancouver Aquarium in 19 55, 
Newman had no management 
experience, no staff, and - most 
importantly - no aquarium! This 
book outlines the long and 
winding road he and the VA have 
traveled in the 3 7 years he was 
head honcho over there. 
Game Day: The 
Blue Jays at SkyDome. by 
Martin and Sean O'Malley 
hardcover, nonfiction, 256 pp, 
$24.99 
(to be released in August) 
Viking I Penguin 
We've got a proof of this 
manuscript, and it looks like a baseball-
lover's dream. Game Day is to baseball 
what A River Runs Through It was to fly-
fishing. 
With this inside 
look at the two-time 
World Champion 
Toronto Blue Jays, the 
father and son 
O'Malley team have hit 
a grand-slam. Look for 
this to decorate many a 
sports-farts' book shelf 
in the very near future. 
Also available from 
the senior O'Malley: 
G r o s s 
Misconduct: The Life 
of Spinner Spencer 
Return of the 




Douglas & Mcintyre 
Mary Meikle 's 
follow-up to the 1992 
best-seller, Dear ADswer Lady. 
Find out everything from how to 
get rid of fleas, to how music royalties 
work. 
Manon: Alone in Front of 
the Net. by Manon Rheaume, with 
Chantal Gilbert 
tra.de paperback, nonfiction, 147 
pp, $16.95 
Okay, I don't necessarily agree with 
the concept of 20-something sports 
figures having autobiographies on the 
market. Hell, I'm 20-something, and I 
can write, and I couldn't fill up 147 pp 
with worthwhile stuff. 
I must admit, however, that I fmd 
the concept of a female goaltender in 
the NHL very read-worthy (maybe I 




Local Colour. edited by Carol 
Martin 
hardcover, 226 pp, $27 .95 
Douglas & Mcintyre 
A collection of 24 contemporary 
travel pieces written by some 
of the best Canada has to 
offer, about the best Canada 
has to offer. Includes 
Margaret Lawrence, and 
George Galt. 
People of Terra 
Nullius' by Boyce 
Richardson 
trade paperback, 392 pp, 
$19 .95 









o u r 
country, 
beforeand . 
. after it 
became 
o u r 
country. 
One-
D a y 
GtD.vays 
from Vancouver. by Jack Christie 
paperback, 200 pp, $16.95 
A follow-up to his wildly successful 
1989 Dayllipsfrom\bcolnu. This one is 
worth the seventeen bills. 
Go through page by page, and fill 
those boring days off with the 
interesting, beautiful, and challenging 
spots that make the Lower Mainland the 
real Centre of the Universe. 
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hikers, but T 
assume that if you're that far along, 
you've pretty much got the area down 
pat. 
Each of the I 03 Hikes includes a 
map, black and white photos of scenic 
areas, and round trip distance, estimated 
time allotment, elevation gain and high 
point. Most importantly, 103 Hikes 
points out the best time of year to hit 
each area, to avoid high risk of getting 
caught in rains , slides, etc. 
Bloodlines: A Journey Into 
Eastern Europe. by Myrna Kostash 
tra.de paperback, 25 6 pp, $16.9 5 
This book recounts Kostash's travels 
through ... guess where? Eastern 
Europe! 
Both MacLeans and the Globe and 
Ma.il hailed it as one of the best books 
of the year. 
... 
- ·-
"I MISS YOU" 
Dream, that's all I do. 
Praying one day it will come true. 
I cherish only one, not afew. 
Believe it or not, girl it is you. 
Love those siamese eyes. 
Love those sweet goodbyes. 
Love it all, what can I say. 
You bet I care. 
My ship will sink. 
lf I can't have you, my missing link. 
No, I am not an old worn out shoe. 
Girl, I am only in love with you. 
-Charan Bhull~r 
Pearl Jammed Complexity 
The pearls that fall from your lips seem 
subservient to the 
Anchor - drool of the Gas town drunk. 
Would you reinvent the Tree and 
give it more complexity? 
His urban dumpster would warm you - embalming, 
and within this excrement, a voiee singing, 
still does call your name home and ... 
Do you know me? Or am I jammed up in your 
complexity? 
Nature knows you, and 
the bleary-eyed Saint also smiles you see. 
For under his water front tree, is beauty, and more but 
your complexity, layered and unrepentant as it grows 
remains as always, yours alone, and truly a minor jewel. 
Do you think this becomes you? 
Take your pearls with you 
On the way, 
fortune may 
sparkle, and sing you the Tune, 
and you might yet see there is no complexity, 
only Saints and Trees. 
-Jim Cardiff 
OUR HEROES ON ICE 
The Vancouver Canucks 
Shot quite a few pucks 
And scored over and over 
Against those Maple clovers 
And Dallas Stars 
We watched in the bars 
As you put out the flames 
We watched you win those games 
In disbelief and shock 
Now we know you rock 
And next year will be back 
Ready to attack 
Any team on ice 
But the Rangers would be nice 
Rorinie Bains 
Deception is the first taste 
of reality 
that as a small babe 
we experience 
Believing the fairytales 
that our mothers' tell us 
before she softly kisses us 
goodnight. 
It's with bitterness 
that we discover 
that even deception 
is sometimes love. 
-Niki King-Jocks 
'Ihere is a stranger 
next to me 
With body warm 
and heart like ice 
My soul is suspended 
in time 
When I'm with this one 
My heart is afraid 
to speak 
'Ihese moments lack 
in depth 
I want to run away 
but I want to stay 
Confusion clouds 
my weary mind 
-anonymous 
Lions ready to rumble 
The boys in black and orange are set to roar in '94 
by Bert C. Ennah 
Get ready. 
Crunch. 
It's time for BC Lions Football. 
Smush. 
1954 1994 
The most entertaining football on the continent is ready to go once again, as our Leos 
take to the gridiron for the 199·4 CFL season. 
In addition to regular season home games, BC Place and the BC Lions are hosting the 
Western Semi-Final, the Western Final, and the 1994 Grey Cup Game. 
1994 promises to be a banner year, as the CFL introduces two new teams, and the Lions 
celebrate 40 years of football in BC. Fittingly, this year's slogan reads, "BC Lions: 40 
Years of Pride." 
Scs get on out there and support one of the best tickets in town: BC Lions Football. 
Tickets range from $15.00 to $42.7 5 for adults, and from $9.00 to $21.50 for children 
under 18. (Student rates are not currently available, but we're workin' on it.) 
Game packages are available in three-, five-, and season-ticket bundles. For ticket 
information, call Ticket Master, at 280-4400. 
Lui Passaglia and the boys strap on the boots for 
another exciting season ~f BC Lions Football. 
Roller Hockey 
by Candice Lee 
As the Vancouver Voodoo and the 
Roller Hockey International (RHI) head 
into their second season, 13 new teams 
join the league to increase the total 
number of teams from II in the leagues 
inaugural season to 24 in its second 
season. The Voodoo play II horne games 
this year an increase from the 7 they 
played last year. 
The first-ever RHIA!l-Star game will 
be held in Vancouver on July 9 at the 
Pacific Coliseum at 7: 3 0 pm. Tickets are 
$12 for adults, $8 for youth and $5 for 
children. All ticket prices include SO% 
off PNE parking. 
Regular season Voodoo tickets are a 
great deal for the family. Single ticket 
prices are $18 for adults, $11 for youth 
and $7.50 for children. Included in the 
ticket price are complementary PNE 
parking ($6 value), free pre-game 
barbecue. free public skating with the 
Voodoo players and reduced admission 
price to playland. All games are played 
at the PNE Agrodome. 
Game day activitie:. start at 4:30pm 
with the pre-game barbecue followed 
by the public skate from S:00-6:30.The 
I 5 minute pre-game warm-ups for both 
teams start at 7:00. The games start at 
7:3Opm. After every Voodoo goal there 
are fireworks and the so-called Voodoo 
bongo which the fans do whatever the 
can to make noise. The music between 
plays is a good mix of music that would 
be played at dances. They also provide a 
good DJ/announcer who hypes up the 
crowd when the Voodoo are losing or 
when there is a break in the play. The 
fans are always involved in the games. 
Although the game itself is slightly 
slower and a lot of hitting is eliminated 
it is just as exciting as an NHL Canuck 
game. With all the pre-game activities 
it makes Voodoo games even more 
enjoyable for the fans. 
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DC Weightlifters 1994 Sixth 
by Ronnie Bains 
Did you know that the Douglas 
College weight room is actually being 
used right now? Weightlifters around 
the Lower Mainland are currently using 
our weight room for training in 
preparation for upcoming competitions. 
They range from past competitors in 
weightlifting to new lifters. Some are 
Douglas College students, while others 
are B.C. Weightlifting Association 
members in training . There are 2 
different groups that are training during 
the week. One group rrains Monday, 
Wednesday,;.nd Friday, while the other 
group comes in Tuesday, Thursday, and 
Saturday. 
I got an opportunity to talk with the 











Ghatarora has been training since 
'8 7 and has had an opportunity to 
compete in the Junior World 
Championships in Bulgaria. Other lifters 
had a chance to compete in the Sea 
Festival competition held in the Douglas 
College gym on Saturday, June 25th. At 
the latter, Katherine Couch placed fust 
in the Women's 64 kg. category. Cidalia 
Hopkins, however, who 's ranked second 
place in the 54 kg. category in B.C., 
didn't get an opportunity to compete. 
In the 83 kg. category Pritpal Gillar, 
who attended his fust competition, placed 
fourth. While Rob Maclem came in 
third, Tom Matthews second, and 
Randeep Sahota led the group placing 
first. Steve Buldissera, who recently 
decided to take up weightlifting 
competed in his first competition and did 
incredibly well placing 4th in the 99 kg. 
category. Buldissera is enjoying this new 
experience and hopes to continue lifting, 
and probably compete in other 
competitions. 
Many of the lifters are preparing for 
the next competition which is going to 
take place in Auburn, Washington in 
August. Katherine Couch explained that 
training takes place ali year round but not 
all of the athletes choose to train 
tluoughout the year. There are 3 main 
The Canucks 
by Candice Lee 
The Canucks lost the Stanley 
Cup, so what more is there to say about 
those Canuckleheads? Well, even though 
it's officially summer-time in Vancouver, 
hockey and the Canucks are still on the 
minds of many. When the Canucks won 
the Western Conference Championship 
with a 4-3 thrllier in double overtime. 
Canucks tans, bandwagon jumpers and 
party animals out for a party poured out 
into the streets of downtown Vancouver. 
That was when the hype started. The 
town was buzzing with hockey talk for 
awhile but everything has all quieted 
down now. I wonder how many of the 
bandwagon jumpers will remain as 
Canuck fans. Next season there will most 
likely be several new Canucks fans as a 
result of this run into the finals . I 
remember myself being a bandwagon 
jumper back in ' 82 at age six. And I'm 
still a Canuck fan now. 
The Canucks' amazing run 
through the playoffs started on and ended 
in a uphill battle by facing the NHL's top 
team during the regular season. In the 
quarter-fmals it was the hated Calgary 
Flames who lost, with Pavel Bure getting 
the winning goal in overtime in game 
seven after trailing 3-1. 
Then it was an uneventful 
series with the Canucks beating Dallas 
in five to advance to the Conference 
fmals a11ainst Toronto. It V"i\5 war. Before 
the puck dropped, the media, the tans and 
the two c;ties were already engaged in a 
battle. It was ugly but the hype was 
defmitely there. This was a classic. Two 
Canadian cities were yelling and 
screaming insults at each other while the 
two teams prepared for a tough, physical 
and long series. Fortunately for the 
Canucks it was not as long as anticipated. 
Then it was off to the Big Apple to face 
the New York Rangers, a team that the 
Canucks never won against during the 
regular season. Well, the Canucks 
managed to freak out all of their fans and 
barely made a game seven but they did 
it. They DID end up losing the highest 
prize in the NHL, the Stanley Cup, but 
we love them anyway. See you next year. 
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competitions held throughout the year. 
In January there is the Provincial, in 
March the Western Canadian, and in 
May there's the National competition. 
Following the Auburn competition, 
which many of the athletes are now 
training for , there will be another 
competition in October at Prince George 




These athletes, although serious in 
training. are also having fun at 
weightlifting and working together to 
compete. They're a great bunch, so if 
you want to drop by and say "hi" or 
attend one of their training sessions feel 
free to do so and lend your support, 
they're sure to appreciate it. If you're 
interested in trying lifting and competing 
for competitions then you need to fust 
become a member of the B.C. 
Weightlifting Association. To become 
a member you need to contact the B.C. 
Weightlifting Association and pay a $25 
membership fee. 
For more information on upcoming 
competitions, dates, and rankings you 
can contact Steve James of Sport BC at 
737-3089. 
by Candice Lee 
The 1994 Canadian 
International Dragon Boat Races were 
held on June 17,18 and 19. It was a 
successful and fun-filled weekend dispite 
the weather. There were vast 
improvments from last year's festival. 
There were more activities which were 
aimed at the family . There was a 
Dragon's playground with crafts, 
activities and children's entertainers for 
the kids. As for the adults there were 
more booths with free giveaways at most 
of them. The Ming Tao booth drew the 
largest crowd in the booth area. They had 
giveaways and games . They had a 
'wheel offortune' and a puzzle building 
contest. It was a lot of fun for those who 
were not attending the races. 




Although the weather was 
not the best on Saturday, there was a 
large turnout. Sunday was a beautiful day 
and resulted in an extremely large 
turnout. There were entertainers of all 
sorts . There were traditional chinese 
opera and performers as well as western 
culture performers such as West End 
Girls and Vancouver Opera. There was 
a large food court where there were 
different kinds of ethnics foods from 
serveral different countires. There were 
foods from Japan, China/Hong Kong, 
Russia and foods from western cultures. 
This years races were very 
exciting as there were many close races. 
There were 50 races in all with the fmals 
being on Sunday. 
Photos: Mike Dutton 
Those crazy fans 
by Candice Lee 
This is what the whole thing is about! 
The rioters who were downtown after the 
Stanley Cup loss were not the real fans . 
The 45,000 plus who were at BC Place 
Stadium for the fan appreciation day 
were the real fans . It was a celebration 
for the fans . And the fans enjoyed 
themselves from the beginning to the 
end. They screamed and waved their 
white towels for one fmal time as they 
paid their final tribute to their Canucks 
of 1994. 
The players came into the stadium 
in convertible cars as the crowd screamed 
and waved towels to a deafening roar. 
Even some of the players were waving 
towels, such as BC boys Cliff Ronning 
and Mr. Overtime, Greg Adams. 
Then it was the moment that the fans 
had been waiting for. The members of 
the team including the coaches stood 
upon the stage and each came forward 
to give a short speech. The stadium 
erupted in cheers as Pavel Bure, ·Kirk 
Mdean and captain Trevor Linden took 
center stage. , 
Special guests included BC Premier 
Mike Harcourt, Vancouver mayor , 
Phillip Owen and the Griffiths family. 
Mr .Owen announced that the street 
adjacent to the Canucks new arena will 
be named "Griffiths Way" to honour the 
late Frank Griffiths who died just prior 
to the playoffs. 
This will be a season to remember 
as the players and coaches go their 
separate ways for the summer holidays. 
There will be many memories that will 
not be forgotten for a long long time. 
Thanks again, Canucks, for a 
great season and all the 
memories. 
